#NTXISSACSC6 || OCTOBER 5, 2018 || COLLIN COLLEGE

Welcome to the sixth North Texas ISSA Cyber Security Conference (NTXISSACSC) created and
designed to support the Cyber Security students of Collin College.

The full conference schedule, map, sponsor, and presentation and CTF details are included.

https://ntxissa.org/event/csc6

If you have questions, please check our site or visit registration area and THANK YOU for attending!
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At Armor, we help companies around the globe stay secure and compliant. By taking a
proactive approach to cybersecurity in cloud, hybrid and on-premise environments, we
protect businesses’ data workloads and applications. We do this by integrating hard-to-find
security talent, best-of-breed security technologies and proven, battle-tested cyber security
techniques. Our unique, managed approach is powered by our proprietary threat prevention
and response platform, Spartan, and backed by nearly a decade of cyber threat intelligence
and research by our highly experienced security teams. www.armor.com

PLATINUM SPONSORS

In a world where preventing all cyberattacks is impossible, Comodo Cybersecurity delivers an
innovative cybersecurity platform that renders threats useless, across the LAN, web and
cloud. The Comodo Cybersecurity platform enables customers to protect their systems and
data against even military-grade threats, including zero-day attacks. Based in Clifton, New
Jersey, Comodo Cybersecurity has a 20-year history of protecting the most sensitive data for
both businesses and consumers globally. www.comodo.com

Proofpoint is a leading next-generation security and compliance company that provides
cloud-based solutions to protect the way people work today. Proofpoint solutions enable
organizations to protect their users from advanced attacks delivered via email, social media,
mobile, and cloud applications, protect the information their users create from advanced
attacks and compliance risks, and respond quickly when incidents occur.
www.proofpoint.com

Radiant Logic, Inc. is the market-leading provider of federated identity systems based on
virtualization, and delivers simple, logical, and standards-based access to all identities within
an organization. Since pioneering the first virtual directory in 2000, the company has evolved
its groundbreaking technology into a complete federated identity and directory service,
enabling Fortune 1000 companies to solve their toughest identity integration and federation
challenges. Using model-driven virtualization technology, the RadiantOne Federated Identity
and Directory Service enables customizable identity views built from disparate data silos—
along with scalable sync and storage—to drive critical authentication, authorization, and
provisioning decisions for WAM, federation, cloud, and cloud directory deployments.
Companies in a wide range of sectors rely on RadiantOne FID to deliver quick ROI by
reducing administrative effort, simplifying integration and storage, and building a flexible
infrastructure to meet changing business demands. Both the company and the technology
at Radiant Logic have received numerous accolades including Gartner Cool Vendor, Windows
IT Pro Editors’ Best, Info Security Products Guide Global Excellence Gold, and
Computerworld’s “Best Places to work in IT.” www.radiantlogic.com

Sirius is a national integrator of technology-based business solutions that span the
enterprise, including the data center and lines of business. Built on products and services
from the world’s top technology companies, Sirius solutions are installed, configured and
supported by our dedicated teams of highly certified experts. With the right people and the
right partners, Sirius is able to focus on solutions to help IT professionals cut costs, increase
reliability, ease the burden of management, maximize flexibility, mitigate risk and improve
service. We require our teams to be certified in multiple disciplines and products, so they can
help you get from the high-level architecture of a solution all the way down to the technical
configuration and implementation of point-products. Since its founding in 1980, Sirius has
grown to be one of the largest IT solution integrators in the U.S. today. Sirius offers
integrated, multivendor technology solutions that meet the requirements of the full range of
organizations, from small businesses with fewer than 500 employees to large enterprises with
thousands of employees and hundreds of locations. www.siriuscom.com
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EST Group delivers successful IAM programs to organizations looking for a corporate-wide,
wholistic solution to automating, managing, and securing your IT environment now and in
the future, including GDPR; or call us in to rescue a stalled IAM project. We’ve developed 5
Steps to a Successful IAM Implementation. www.est-grp.com

Founded in 1986, Online is a business and information technology consultancy. We help
enterprise clients to enhance their competitive advantage by improving business processes
enabled with intelligent, secure information systems.

GOLD SPONSORS

Through over 30 years of system integration experience we have gained unique expertise in
putting technology to work for business. Our company, people, and systems are focused on
guiding clients to achieve their business goals. www.obsglobal.com

Juniper Networks simplifies the complexities of networking with products, solutions and
services in the cloud era to transform the way we connect, work and live. Through
engineering and innovation, we remove the traditional constraints of networking to enable
our customers and partners to deliver automated, scalable and secure networks that
connect the world. www.juniper.net

State Farm® is a family of insurance and financial services companies that together serve
tens of millions of customers in the U.S. and Canada.
Being a good neighbor is about more than just being there when things go completely
wrong. It's also about being there for all of life's moments when things go perfectly right.
With a passion for serving customers and giving back in our communities, we've been doing
well by doing good for almost 100 years. And we're happy you decided to get to know us
better. www.statefarm.com
Telesploit is a team of highly seasoned penetration testers with experience in military, law
enforcement, and a variety of industry verticals. We developed the Telesploit solution to
address many of the shortcomings of traditional penetration testing and to provide our
clients with affordable high-quality assessments. We’ve designed our solution to operate
remotely we chose the name Telesploit to represent exploitation at a distance.
The Telesploit server was developed using the Kali penetration testing Linux distribution
installed on a NUC-based mini PC. The Kali logo is a dragon and their motto is “the quieter
you become, the more you are able to hear”. The Telesploit logo is from the Taino Indian
petroglyph of a Coquí, which is a small frog that is native to Puerto Rico. For its small size, it
is very loud! The contradiction of large and quiet vs. small and loud represents the
disruptive technology that is Telesploit. www.telesploit.com
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Biometric Signature ID has created the world’s only biometric password, BioSig-ID, (NO
hardware required). The simple change from a typed password to a DRAWN password
eliminates imposter login, secures data and prevents fraud. Multi-factor authentication on
any device, anywhere. State of the art, real time forensic reports unique only with BioSig-ID
uncover and stop imposters and fraud. www.biosig-id.com

SILVER SPONSORS

CyberArk, the #1 provider of privileged access security, provides a critical layer of IT
security to protect data, infrastructure and assets across the enterprise, in the cloud and
throughout the DevOps pipeline. CyberArk delivers the most complete solution to reduce
risk created by privileged credentials and secrets. The company is trusted by the world’s
leading organizations, including more than 50% of the Fortune 100, to protect against
external attackers and malicious insiders, and address audit and compliance requirements.
CyberArk is the only public company 100% focused on privileged access security,
delivering innovative solutions to stay one step ahead of attackers. www.cyberark.com

OPSWAT is a global provider of cyber security solutions that protect organizations from
content-based threats and ensure regulatory compliance. Since 2002, OPSWAT has been
helping enterprises identify, detect, and remediate advanced security threats from data and
network-connected devices. Trusted by more than 1,200 organizations
worldwide, OPSWAT’s MetaDefender solutions prevent advanced security threats across
multiple channels. With over 30 anti-malware engines, more than 30 supported data
sanitization file types, and over 300 technology partners, OPSWAT is a leader in content
disarm and reconstruction (CDR) technology, vulnerability detection, multi-scanning,
device compliance, and cloud access control. For more information on OPSWAT,
visit www.opswat.com

Cybereason is the world's most powerful cybersecurity analytics platform, built from the
ground up, to secure your enterprise. Our full-stack, behavior-based hunting system
analyzes more data, more deeply, than anyone else on the market — giving you
unprecedented visibility and the power to stay one step ahead of the ever-evolving threat.
NGAV | EDR | AI HUNTING. www.cybereason.com

Optiv is a market-leading provider of end-to-end cyber security solutions. We help clients
plan, build and run successful cyber security programs that achieve business objectives
through our depth and breadth of cyber security offerings, extensive capabilities and
proven expertise in cyber security
strategy, managed security services, incident response, risk and compliance, security
consulting, training and support, integration and architecture services, and security
technology. Optiv maintains premium partnerships with more than 350 of the leading
security technology manufacturers. For more information, visit www.optiv.com

USACI has been helping DFW businesses solve their IT challenges for over 20 years by
leveraging the Best in Breed technology for Network & Data Security, SD-WAN, VDI and
storage. Utilizing extensive experience and certification, we work to assist IT professionals
in implementing personalized solutions focused on security & compliance, easy
management and maximum ROI. USACI is backed by a customer care center focused on
service after the sale as we strive to partner with you to get the most out of your IT
investment.

LogRhythm is a world leader in NextGen SIEM, empowering organizations on six
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WORKSHOP SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSORS

continents to successfully reduce risk by rapidly detecting, responding to and neutralizing
damaging cyberthreats. The LogRhythm platform combines user and entity behavior
analytics (UEBA), network traffic and behavior analytics (NTBA) and security automation &
orchestration (SAO) in a single end-to-end solution. LogRhythm’s Threat Lifecycle
Management (TLM) workflow serves as the foundation for the AI-enabled security
operations center (SOC), helping customers measurably secure their cloud, physical and
virtual infrastructures for both IT and OT environments. Built for security professionals by
security professionals, the LogRhythm platform has won many accolades, including being
positioned as a Leader in Gartner’s SIEM Magic Quadrant. www.logrhythm.com
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Be Informed. Be Strategic. Be Secure.
DirectDefense, named one of America’s fastest growing small private companies in 2018,
2017 and 2016 by Inc. Magazine, is an information security services and 24/7 managed
services provider headquartered in Englewood, CO, with locations across the United States.
Founded in 2011 on more than 50 years combined experience in information security,
DirectDefense works in close and honest partnership with clients to design a personalized
information security solution that works based on an organization’s specific needs. To learn
more, visit www.directdefense.com.

The Gomel Group LLC (a Veteran-Owned Small Business) is a consulting firm that’s focused
on advising C-Level executives with tying strategic objectives to project execution. Our focus
areas are Portfolio, Program and Project Management, Agile and Digital Transformation,
Organizational Change Management and Security. www.thegomelgroup.com

Zimperium, the global leader in mobile security, offers real-time, on-device protection
against Android and iOS threats. The Zimperium platform leverages our award-winning
machine learning-based engine, z9, to protect mobile data, apps and sessions against device
compromises, network attacks and malicious apps. To date, z9 has detected 100% of zeroday mobile exploits without requiring an update or suffering from the delays and limitations
of cloud-based detection—something no other mobile security provider can claim.
Zimperium is backed by Sierra Ventures, Samsung, Telstra, Warburg Pincus and SoftBank.
Learn more at www.zimperium.com or our official blog at https://blog.zimperium.com.
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RECRUITING PARTNERS

We are a fast-growing, information technology consulting and staffing firm headquartered
in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex, and we have IT positions available from coast to coast.
www.columbiaadvisory.com

Conjure Resource Group is a Technical Recruiting firm specializing in the placement of IT
professionals. We offer both contract and permanent roles with a variety of local and
national firms. The Dallas market is in a period of explosive growth and there are an
abundance of opportunities available as companies expand. Having deep roots in the
Dallas/Ft. Worth business community and robust professional relationships, our firm is able
to provide job seekers with the latest and best offerings in the area. Our company was
founded on providing professionals with the best opportunities tailored to each individual
candidate. Our firm provides positions that lead to financial security, job satisfaction and
opportunities for growth. Our goal is to build mutually beneficial relationships between our
clients and the professionals they hire. What sets Conjure Resource Group apart is our
dedication to building relationships and our desire to become a trusted
partner. www.conjuregroup.com

EVENT MAP
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Keynote Speaker

Daren Martin, PhD., Chief Culture Architect | International Keynote Speaker | International Author| The Culture Architect
Chief Culture Architect, International Keynote Speaker, and International Author at DarenMartin.com. We are out to Evolutionize the way we work.
We are company culture disruptors and show the path forward for companies and organizations large and small to learn how to swim in the new
ocean. We do this through highly acclaimed books like A Company of Owners, Whiteboard, The Sink, Beached Whale, dynamic, thought provoking,
and content rich Keynote talks, Training, our Podcast, and any other ways we can compel change and overcome inertia.

RED AREA – TRAINING TRACK
Session Title: Trust is a Vulnerability - Understanding Zero Trust and Advanced Micro-Segmentation Techniques
Abstract: Your traditional model of network security is built around the establishment of a secure boundary, or perimeter. Much like a mote
around a castle protects the castle. This may keep unwanted visitors or “attackers” out but assumes that those who are within the boundary are
authorized “trust, but verify”. With advanced attacks and social engineering on the rise, this traditional concept of an external premier has
changed. The perimeter has moved to the system itself and in some cases the data.
Zero Trust operates on the principal that there is no trusted user and requires users to pass through multiple zones and gateways before ever
accessing resources. Now with implementations of virtualization, IaaS, and Cloud, the concept of zero trust can seem difficult to achieve. In many
organizations endpoints often house sensitive data. How do we segment off endpoints from their biggest threat, other endpoints? How do we
ensure that we are applying rules and policies to the correct user and endpoint?
During my discussion, I will explain the overall concept of ZeroTrust, and try to simplify some of the more advanced features and what benefits
they can provide.

ZeroTrust Design Concepts

Network segmentation concepts using firewalls and vlans

Advanced Network Segmentation

Virtual server segmentation

Cloud segmentation

Using auto connect VPN for client segmentation

Jesse Glaesman, Information Security Manager, Acme Brick Company
Jesse Glaesman is the Information Security Manager for Acme Brick (a Berkshire Hathaway Company) Jesse Glaesman is an accomplished
Information Security Architect. Growing up in the Big Bang of the internet he quickly realized the potential for theft, damage and destruction.
From his start as a systems engineer and continuing through a wide range of positions in Security and managerial levels, Jesse has been the key to
simplifying and designing security solutions for companies around the world. Now with over 18 years in the industry he helps large companies deal
with present and upcoming threats. Mainly working in manufacturing environments, he has become an expert in architecting network security
solutions that not only protect data, but people’s lives.
Using non-linier presentations, live demonstrations, videos and a dose of humor Jesse is able simplify complex and somewhat abstract concepts
that can be applied in different security realms and real-world scenarios giving any organization a competitive advantage.
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Session Title: Pentesting 101 & 201 Training
Pentesting 101: Creating your pentest lab. Learn about some of the most common setups and create your own test machine. A USB drive
containing a customized Kali Linux image will be provided and setup and installation assistance will be available.
Prerequisites: Basic computer skills and a desire to learn.
Pentesting 201: Using your pentest lab. Learn about some of the more common practice environments and deploy a test machine to develop your
reconnaissance and discovery techniques. USB drives containing a customized Kali Linux image will be available, but no setup or installation
assistance will be provided.
Prerequisites: Basic computer skills. Some scripting and networking experience helpful.

Dustin Dykes, Chief Consultant, Telesploit
Local security community advocate. Founder of the Dallas Hackers Association and BSides DFW board member. Military and Law Enforcement
veteran. 20+ years of security consulting experience focused on attack and penetration testing. Risk and Compliance manager for AT&T at the
State of Texas, Department of Information Resources.

Session Title: Reverse Engineering Binaries to Detect Malware
Abstract:

John Podolanko, Cyber Security Manager, Tenet Healthcare
I'm a U.S. Marine Corps veteran and a PhD candidate for Information Security at the University of Texas at Arlington focusing my research on
cryptocurrency defenses and ransomware detection and prevention. I expect to graduate May 2019.
As a professional, I am the Cybersecurity Manager for Tenet Healthcare, and I have an extensive background in network engineering, design, and
security going back more than 12 years and have worked for several major telecom service providers.

GOLD AREA – WORKSHOPS
Comodo – Workshop
Workshop Title: AI and the Human Touch
Abstract: Today’s cybersecurity threat level remains at its highest level in history: malware runs rampant, and organizations large and small are
besieged by phishing, breaches, take-downs and DDoS attacks. In this environment, cybersecurity presents the greatest challenges to IT
organizations. Join Comodo Cybersecurity experts and see how their patented auto-containment technology works defending against known and
unknown malware signatures. In conjunction, they will talk to and demonstrate the visibility they have throughout their global customer footprint
of nearly 89 million endpoint users. To conclude, Comodo will give a brief overview of their budding partner program and how they’re growing the
Comodo Cybersecurity ecosystem.

John Fahey, Global Field Engineer, Comodo Cybersecurity
John Fahey has over 20 years of various technical consulting roles with deep and wide expertise across the modern IT infrastructure and security
technologies and architectures, primarily serving enterprise clients, while also providing mid-market solutions. John’s previous role was as a
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Comodo Cybersecurity Senior Security Architect. Today, John still regularly presents, demonstrates and deploys Comodo Cybersecurity software
solutions across the enterprise software suite and has turned to focusing on partner enablement for these same security solutions from the
endpoint to the LAN, the WAN and Cloud.

ProofPoint - Workshop
Workshop Title: Getting the most out of e-mail authentication standards to protect your e-mail and brand
Abstract: Business Email Compromise and Impostor email continue to be a challenge for most security professionals. Proofpoint will present how
to leverage current authentication guidelines such as SPF DKIM and DMARC to protect your employees, brand and customers. Join us as we discuss
each and demonstrate Proofpoint’s Email Fraud Defense 360 solutions.

Dannie Palasota, Sr., Sales Engineer, Proofpoint for Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana
Dannie has more than three decades of experience in Data Analytics and Cyber Security. When Dannie supported operations (approx. 10+ years),
he worked at (NASA) Johnson Space Center Houston in the Mission Control Center and the Astronaut Training Center, as well as Western Atlas, and
Compaq Computer Organization. In the Sales Engineer role expanding (20 + years), his career included organizations such as Network General,
Network Associates, IronPort, Cisco and F5 where he supported Major, Enterprise, Healthcare, and State and Local Government accounts.

RadiantLogic – Workshop
Workshop Title: Designing an IAM Blueprint and Deploying a Federated Identity and Directory Service based on Virtualization
Abstract: Organizations process and store huge volumes of sensitive information that belong to their customers
and employees – from financial information to medical records to personal identifiers, like social
security numbers and birthdates. Inadequate controls in IAM processes and technology can lead to
breach, involuntary exposure of this data, and non-compliance issues. But you cannot correct what you
don’t know, so the first step in any IAM program is assessment. This presentation will address the
complexities around identity and the most common questions about IAM Assessments & Roadmaps:
Why Should We Assess? What Should We Assess? & When Should We Reassess?
Join Harshita Rao, Solutions Architect with Radiant Logic, as she discusses how RadiantOne FID
(federated identity and directory service) helps you increase the speed and security of your IAM system
by enabling you to achieve:

Consolidation of your Active Directory domains and forests, as well as LDAP, SQL, and web/API sources

Identity correlation and union for “one version of the truth”

A common profile for each user—by joining attributes across data silos

Scalability and storage—how to scale to meet the demands of a modern identity infrastructure by leveraging HDAP, RadiantOne’s Big
Data Director

Harshita Rao, Senior Solutions Architect, RadiantLogic
Security and solving IAM challenges for clients with large enterprise networks. She also brings a strong Java programming background and
experience as a Systems Integrator and has in-depth knowledge and exposure to various IAM tools in the industry and implementing solutions for
Identity Management, WAM, Cloud Security and Next Gen Enterprise Directory Services.
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Sirius – Workshop
Workshop Title: Cloud Security in the Modern Application Age
Abstract: Defense in Depth for Serverless Application Architectures using AWS native tools: review of the approach and rationalization.

Jeanice Russell, CCSP, Enterprise Cloud Service Architect, Sirius
Jeanice Russell is an Enterprise Cloud Service Architect who leads client digital transformation efforts via strategy and secure architecture mapped
to business results.
I utilize agile engineering delivery and operational management of the public, private and hybrid clouds for customers. I have over 20 years of
experience within aerospace, healthcare and financial industries applied across a number of cloud and engineering roles, including Enterprise
Architecture & Security, Solution Architecture & Design; Systems Integration; Technical Specialist and Network Engineer.

Zimperium – Workshop
Workshop Title: How Mobile Devices Are Hacked
Abstract: Mobile devices make up more than half of global internet traffic, yet most do not run any type of security software. Cybercriminals have
quickly migrated to attack mobile platforms and enterprises need to catch up. In this session, you will learn how cybercriminals exploit
vulnerabilities in both iOS and Android operating systems, mobile apps and Wi-Fi networks. You will see live mobile attacks and how your device
can detect attacks with a mobile threat defense app.

Scott King, Resident Storyteller, Zimperium
Scott King currently serves as resident storyteller for mobile device and app security at Zimperium. Scott speaks to customers and partners across
the globe on mobile device, app and operating system vulnerabilities. When Scott is not authoring Zimperium's Mobile Threat Report he is riding
his bike and converting users from PowerPoint to Keynote.

Armor - Workshop
Session Title: Workload by Workload: Challenges in Securing a Hybrid Cloud Environment
Abstract: How do you balance the need for speed and agility against the necessity of uncompromised security in a hybrid environment. In this
discussion, we will identify recurring themes for IT decision makers, analyze these themes, and present real-world solutions.

Thomas Scott, Solutions Consultant, Armor
Thomas Scott currently specializes in Cloud Security workloads as a Solutions Consultant for Armor. He has previously served as an
Endpoint/Server Security Architect as well as a SIEM/SOC Manager Focusing on the monitoring of Cloud environments.
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TEAL AREA – GENERAL
Session Title: The Truth About Lies and the Cyber Fallacy
Abstract: When it comes to the domain of security it is very hard to determine what is truth and what is fiction. From the buzzwords to our
boardrooms, we’ve heard it all from the futurists, analysts, tech vendors and the Silicon Valley unicorns who, while well-intentioned, have made it
harder for organizations not easier.
Far too often security professionals are unable to truly identify and align business risk effectively given the confusion that exists around nebulous
terms like “cyber” and the lesser known effects of advanced concepts like artificial intelligence and machine learning. The plain truth is Security is
still a business problem.
By developing an impact-based approach to our information security programs we can cut through the lies and fallacies to educate the business
stakeholders about the most fundamental concepts of security operations that are an integral part of the business - ensuring that we aren’t missing
the basics while trying to do the impossible. Patrick will bring this topic together with a concrete approach to security program development and
the alignment with security operations.

Patrick M. Hayes, Managing Director, Security Operations & MSS
As Managing Director, Security Operations and Managed Security Services, Patrick is responsible for Online’s Security Operations Center (SOC) and
our Managed Security Services team. Patrick is a transformational leader, innovator, and certified enterprise security architect. For the last 25
years, Patrick has focused on developing value-based services to enable customer innovation and growth. Prior to Online Business Systems, Patrick
served as Senior Vice President for Hitachi Systems, responsible for Security Services in North America and Vice President, of Seccuris, as well as
holding senior roles with Allstream and IBM.

Session Title: Spy vs Spy: Creating Threat Hunting Use Cases out of Red Team Exercises
Abstract: Close your eyes and think of the last several breaches of major companies. These breaches happened even with dedicated security teams
and huge investments in security controls. Information Security departments have to assume that they have weaknesses in their controls and the
bad guys have found and taken advantage of them. But then what? People who attend this session will experience a walkthrough of real life
scenarios using traditional Red Teaming and Threat Hunting frameworks and tools. Attendees will leave with an understanding of how Red Teaming
and Threat Hunting can be combined to enhance their organizations Information Security program.

Robert Higham, Security
Analyst – Information Security
Specialist, State Farm

Kevin McIntyre, Security
Analyst – Infrastructure
Security Analyst, State Farm

Maka Mudekunye, Security
Analyst - Information Security
Specialist, State Farm

Bachelor of Science in
Information Technology,
Indiana State University &
Franklin University (Ohio)
Master of Science in Cyber
Security – Cyber Intelligence,
University of South Florida
Certifications: OSCP, CRISC,
CISSP
Career: State Farm (current)
Steel Company, Network &
Systems Administrator
Support Desk, Indiana State
University

Certifications: CISSP, CRISC,
GMON, GCIA, GSEC
17 years expertise in:
Security Operations,
Firewalls, Application
Security Firewalls, SIEM,
IPS, OS Security, Threat
Hunting and Security
Analytics

Education: University of
Pittsburgh, Grad 2011
Certifications: OSCP, CCNP,
CCNA, CCDA, Security+
Career: State Farm
(Penetration Testing focus)
ExtremeReach (2013-17),
Networking Specialist
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Tony Torres, Security Analyst
- Information Security
Specialist, State Farm
Bachelor of Business
Administration, 2014,
University of Texas – Austin
Career: State Farm (currently
focused on Penetration
Testing)
Experience in Maturity
Assessments, Data
Discovery/Loss Prevention, IT
Risk & Controls

Antony Abraham, Offensive
Service Manager Vulnerability Management,
State Farm
“I firmly believe that you must
understand offense to defend
well.”
IHRDE, Kerala, India, Grad
1998
Certifications: CISSP, CISA,
CRISC & CEH
Career: State Farm (2010current)
Previously held technology
leadership positions across six
global tech firms including
Cisco Systems
Expertise: Network security;
Security architecture
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Session Title: Talking TTPs: Credential Phishing Campaign Roundup
Abstract: Threat actors continue to be wildly successful at stealing credentials from corporate networks using advanced phishing techniques.
Stolen credentials remain one of the most critical threats to an enterprise, in terms of severity of damage and difficulty of detection. These attacks
have been effective because of their simplicity, the movement to cloud services, and primarily due to the lack of malicious code that all of our
defenses are set up to detect. This session will provide a past, present, and predictive look at credential phishing campaigns, including technical
details of TTPs (Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures), trends, detection techniques, and mitigation strategies.

Christopher Montgomery, Principal Solution Architect, ProofPoint
Chris Montgomery is a Principal Solution Architect at Proofpoint where he is responsible for the implementation and integration of all threat
intelligence and intrusion detection solutions. In this role, he can be found consulting with security practitioners and OEM suppliers focused on
utilizing threat intelligence to improve network security and the overall risk posture of an organization. Mr. Montgomery is a CCIE, and holds a
number of other industry certifications, including CISSP and ITIL.

Session Title: Digital Identity Is Not an Opt-in Scenario
Abstract: Digital identity is incredibly important for all of us, but it is often overlooked. Online identity protection and keeping it current is
increasingly critical to one's success, as employers are now finding that digital checks and personal branding are as important as credit checks or
references for employees. So, avoiding fraud, tampering and identity theft are just a few of the reasons that taking positive and firm control of
your identity is imperative for one's physical, social and professional life. There are several important strategies that can be employed to reduce
risk and use one's digital identity to bolster versus impair their future.

Mark Lynd, Thought-Leader
Mark is a C-level Top 20 Rated Global Thought-Leader, Influencer and Practitioner with Real-World Experience in Blockchain, Cybersecurity, AI, IoT,
and Digital Transformation. Formerly a CEO, CIO and CTO for several large enterprises, Mark has keen insights to what drives technology decisions
and markets.
He has worked in financial services, private equity and venture for 20+ years and was named an Ernst & Young’s "Entrepreneur of Year “ Southwest
Region" Finalist. Mark presented the Doak Walker Award on ESPNs CFB Awards Show to a national television audience and often speaks on
technology and military veteran affairs. During that time, Mark has been a CEO, CIO, CTO and/or CISO for several large corporations. He is often
quoted or featured in publications including Wall Street Journal, Information Week, eWeek, CSO and others.
Mark has a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Tulsa. He honorably served in the United States Army in the 3rd Ranger Battalion and
the 82d Airborne.

Session Title: In the New World of Hybrid Identity Virtualization is Key
Abstract: The Cloud may promise the beautiful future everyone is moving towards, but a hybrid ecosystem blending cloud and on-premise will be
the reality for most enterprises for years to come. In this session, we will discuss how a Federated Identity and Directory Service creates flexibility
in your infrastructure to address today’s immediate needs while setting you up for tomorrow’s future identity initiatives, including syncing and
provisioning to cloud directories.

Clean up, Normalize, and Correlate your data before you move to the Cloud.

Create a single logical place to authenticate users and retrieve a global view of attributes and group information that spans on premise
and cloud applications.

Provision to cloud applications and directories by syncing a global reference image.

Save time and frustration by simplifying the management of users and groups.

Seamlessly incorporate Partners, Vendors, and Contractors into your hybrid environment.

Extend your infrastructure to support Customer Digital Transformation and CIAM.

Optimize your current infrastructure for a hybrid and Cloud world without breaking your legacy systems.
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Harshita Rao, Senior Solutions Architect, Radiant Logic
Harshita has extensive experience in Directory Services, IT security and solving IAM challenges for clients with large enterprise networks. She also
brings a strong Java programming background and experience as a Systems Integrator and has in-depth knowledge and exposure to various IAM
tools in the industry and implementing solutions for Identity Management, WAM, Cloud Security and Next Gen Enterprise Directory Services.

Session Title: The Black Market Report
Abstract: A look inside the dark web

Raheel Malik, Channel Sales Manager, Armor
Raheel Malik is a 15-year sales and client relations professional, responsible for promoting and driving revenue via the Channel Partner community.
He works with managed service providers, SaaS providers and Cloud re-sellers to ensure that Armor is their preferred cyber security solution for all
their existing and new customers. He previously worked as a Strategic Account Manager at McAfee where he was responsible for the adoption of
McAfee solutions to new enterprise level accounts. He graduated from Drexel University with a degree Marketing.

GREEN AREA – CAREER TRACK
Session Title: Resumes, Recruiters & LinkedIn Career Hacks
Abstract: The career you deserve is a resume, recruiter and LinkedIn profile away. This presentation will provide insights on resume strategies
necessary in the days of automation, the 2-basic email messages to use with recruiters to increase your chances of being seen as the preferred
candidate and how to expand your LinkedIn network systematically with leaders from your industry.

Dirk Spencer, Recruiter, Sourcer for JCPenney
Dirk Spencer is a former government computer systems analyst turned corporate recruiter who has authored 4-books on resumes, interviews and
social media. Dirk leverages his knowledge of computer automation to help job seekers understand how the people, processes and technology
impact their career aspirations and what to do to maximize their options when sending resumes, working with recruiters and networking with
LinkedIn. Dirk Spencer is a LinkedIn open network and accepts all connect request – get connected to him today. All of Mr. Spencer’s resume,
interview and networking presentations are available for free online at https://www.slideshare.net/dirkspencer
and http://resumekeywordsdecoded.teachable.com. Dirk is a Collin College graduate and received an Emerging Scholar in English award for his
poem “A Kennedy Dies” submitted by the late professor, Dr. Williams.

Session Title: Space-Age Times & Stone-Age Mind
Abstract: Even with the advancements of technological security, whether firewalls, anti-virus protections or even cameras, alarms, and access
controls, simple human nature can be the downfall of any and all such security measures. This presentation will look at the typical means by which
such human nature, failings, temptations, and vices can lead to the compromise of your security -- from the inside out. In particular, the aspects of
impersonation, bribery, and blackmail will be highlighted with several other points of vulnerability noted as well.
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Jeff McKissack, President, Defense by Design
For over 30 years Jeff McKissack has been addressing issues related to threat assessment and risk management. He has addressed over 350,000 in
live audiences and countless more via radio, television, TED Talks, and news commentary -- including on our own FOX, ABC, CBS, NBC, and CW
affiliates.
In addition to speaking at conferences and conventions across the country, Jeff also provides continuing education programs to those in the
educational, legal, medical, financial, real estate, human resource, risk management, event planning, and venue management industries (and
growing). He also provides onsite employee seminars to companies and corporations across the nation. He is also a contributing writer to several
state and national trade publications, and author of the book, Power Proverbs for Personal Defense.
But when asked, Jeff best sums up his message and mission by saying, "My goal is to help you spot trouble 'BEFORE' trouble spots you", which is a
message beneficial to us all.

Session Title: IPv6 for the IPv4 Mind
Abstract: Although IPv6 has been "around" for almost 20 years, very few production networks are actually configured for full IPv6 communications.
It is not that networking technologists do not want to implement IPv6, there just has not really been the compelling reasons to do so. However,
now is the time to understand and "come to grips" with the new protocol. It is not really that hard to do, it is just a little different, and change is
sometimes not welcome in a network. This session will explain the basics of IPv6, how the new address numbering system works, and how to
implement IPv6 in the network infrastructure. Security concerning what devices and operating systems have IPv6 enabled by default will be
discussed and the potential risks of exposure if the system is not properly implemented. There will also be a quick peek into some IPv6 packets with
Wireshark.

Jeff Carrell, Author, speaker, trainer, all-around network guy, focusing on IPv6 & Network Automation.
Jeff Carrell is a Network Instructor for HPE Education Services. Jeff facilitates many networking courses offered by HPE, serves as a SME for
customized courses for specific customer requirements, and participates in course development. Jeff is a frequent industry speaker, freelance
writer, IPv6 Forum Certified Trainer, and prior to HPE was a network instructor and course developer to major networking manufacturers. He is a
technical lead and co-author for the book, Guide to TCP/IP: IPv6 and IPv4, 5th Edition and lead technical editor on Fundamentals of
Communications and Networking, Second Edition.

Session Title: What does acting responsible mean in Cyber Security and Privacy?
Abstract: In this discussion we will discuss active steps a company can take to meet the legal standard of reasonableness and not be found
negligent when they have a cyber security or privacy breach.

Mary N. Chaney, Esq., CISSP, Lawyer, The Cyber Security Law Firm of Texas
Mary N. Chaney, Esq., CISSP, has over 20 years of progressive experience within the fields of Law, Information Security, Privacy and Risk
Management. She graduated from Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio with her B.S.B.A in Information Systems and received her J.D. degree from
Thurgood Marshall School of Law.
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Ms. Chaney spent several years practicing law in Washington, DC focusing primarily on anti-trust and intellectual property rights infringement
cases. She then transitioned to serve her country by becoming a Special Agent for the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) where she investigated
cybercrime and served as their Information Systems Security Officer.
Ms. Chaney started The Cyber Security Law Firm of Texas in 2018. As a self-described Breach Whisperer the firm can train your company to
properly prepare for your eventual breach. The overall goal of our firm is to use our wealth of knowledge and expertise to help support, translate
and advise, Boards of Directors, CIO's, CISO's and General Counsel's on how to legally protect their company from cyber related risk.

Session Title: Dream Jobs 2020 & Cyber Jobs That Disappear
Abstract:

David Cannon, Best Selling Author, Innovator, Sr. Executive. Bridging the 99,000 foot gap between Strategic Goals and Execution, CertTest Training
I help beginners and experienced accomplish fantastic results the first time. Far better results than ever expected, well above most certified
professionals. It has almost nothing to do with prior experience. In the story of your business…we are likely the Magician’s you are seeking. We
come forward with a focus...

Session Title: Don’t Panic (Your Hitchhikers Guide to Security Related Communications)
Abstract: Our presentation revolves around team management business communication for information security. We discuss security
events/incidents/remediation expectations and communications, how to effectively communication and manage between technical, business
teams 3rd party vendors and clients. The importance of documentation, honest disclosure, audit trails and how manage teams well.

Ben Hemsath, IT Business Liaison & SR Infrastructure Architect, Converging IT Solutions
Ben has been in the industry 15 year. He was hired by IBM straight out of high school and work on data center migrations and operational
transitions. One of his first jobs was working changing out token ring to Ethernet for Morgan Stanley. After he worked for various service
companies as a system admin, systems engineer, infrastructure architect, business analyst, project manager, business liaison for auditors and
security assessments, asset management and etc in the data center migration and operational transition services. Currently, he owns Converging IT
Solutions and specializes in mid-market companies offering A-Z type services to help navigate the mine field of technology services, security,
compliance and business requirements.

PURPLE AREA – NONPROFIT/SMALL BUSINESS
Session Title: Hacking the Little Guy
Abstract: There is a common misconception that the small and medium businesses aren't being targeted by attackers. SMBs have money, and the
attackers would like it. SMBs have a unique opportunity to defend themselves that is vastly different than the large organizations. During his
career, Tim as performed penetration tests on a wide range of organizations ranging from small to the extremely large. In this talk we'll discuss
some of the security opportunities and deficiencies unique to the SMB and how it differs from the big guys.
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Tim Medin, Founder at Red Siege, Principal SANS Instructor, MSISE Program Director at SANS, IANS Faculty, Red Siege
Tim Medin is the founder and Principal Consultant at Red Siege. Tim is also the SANS MSISE Program Director, a SANS Principal Instructor and
author, and a member of is IANS faculty. Through the course of his career, Tim has performed penetration tests on a wide range of organizations
and technologies. He gained information security experience in a variety of industries including previous positions in control systems, higher
education, financial services, and manufacturing. Tim is an experienced international speaker, having presented to a organizations around the
world. Tim is also the creator of the Kerberoasting, a technique to extract kerberos tickets in order to offline attack the password of enterprise
service accounts. Tim earned his MBA through the University of Texas.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Session Title: Identity Powers Everything: The Role Identities Should Play in your Security Strategy
Abstract: How do you know the right people have the right access and why is this an important part of how you approach security? During this
session, we will discuss how true identity governance and identity-powered privileged management supports a comprehensive security strategy.
And, hear why identity-based approach not only allows you to securely and efficiently control access, but provides you with a layer of context when
responding to security event triage.

Lacy Gruen, Product Marketing Manager, Micro Focus
Lacy Gruen is a product marketing manager at global software provider Micro Focus, where she works to develop go-to-market strategy and help
customers find solutions that will solve the real IT challenges of today and the future. Lacy has extensive security experience with a focus on
identity and access management, privilege management and compliance areas such as GDPR.

Session Title: Say It Ain’t So!, Being Hacked by a Zero Day Exploit
Abstract: More than 100K new malware programs are created every day! These zero-day exploits are the biggest threats facing organizations
today. Learn how the speaker discovered that prevention is possible after he was the victim of a successful zero-day ransomware attack and how
he guided his company to develop a cybersecurity competency – including market research, findings and lessons learned.

John Bernard, EVP of Infodat, Comodo
John Bernard is a go-to-market strategist with a successful track record of accelerating revenue for mid-size companies like Filemark, Planet
Associates, Pervasive Software and OSSCube. He also let project teams for major companies such as IBM Global Services and Digital Equipment.
John has been in the information technology industry for more than three decades. His most recent position is with Infodat, where he serves as
Executive Vice President, Sales and Strategy. Infodat provides transformational business solutions for mid to enterprise organizations in diverse
industries. Prior to his current position John lead the OSSCube North American team to achieve more than 4X revenue and growth and was named
to the Inc. 5000 Fastest Growing Private Companies in America list two years in a row. He oversaw P&L for North America, supervised sales,
marketing, operations and delivery, and managed a team of 200. John also worked with Pervasive Software where he developed marketing and
sales strategies, and lead generation programs for a new division. He also saved software publisher Filemark from demise and increased sales
tenfold and helped Planet Associates to accelerate revenue growth by capturing more than 20 enterprise accounts like UPS, The Pentagon, JP
Morgan, TSA and Dunkin Donuts.

Session Title: The Resource Dilemma: How Security Professionals Can Win the Funding Battle to Get the Resources They Need to Prepare an
Adequate Cyber Defense
Abstract: This presentation is focused on strategies to help security professionals get the funding approval they need for additional investment in
tools, external consulting support, staff training, 3rd party testing, audits, and assessments, as well as to obtain needed internal resources such as
floor space, collaboration from all employees, and more security staff.
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Mark Langford, Founder & Principal Consultant, Aberfoyle Associates
Mark Langford is the Founder and Principal Consultant at Aberfoyle Associates, a Plano, Texas based cybersecurity consulting firm that helps client
companies optimize their cyber defense policies, investments, and strategies to protect vital intellectual property and customer records.
Mark is a Board Member of the North Texas ISSA, was recently inducted into Infragard, and is called upon periodically to speak at cybersecurity
industry events on ways to minimize the disruption of productivity and loss of market share due to cyber attacks. He has lived and worked in four
different countries, holds a Master's Degree in Telecommunications Management from Oklahoma State University, and earned Salesman of the
Year honors twice from a Fortune 100 technology company. Mark is married with three mostly-grown children, is training for a distance swimming
event, and volunteers his time to Computers for the Blind, a Dallas-based non-profit organization.

Session Title: Social Media, the Gateway for Malware
Abstract: Social Media is typically outside of enterprise control, extremely easy to access, and widely used on your networks, and while you were
opening up access, and looking the other way, cybercriminals have honed their craft, and are weaponizing Social Media platforms to launch
devastating attacks that are breaching even seemingly hardened Security Architectures.
To safeguard your evolving network and cloud environment from today’s advanced threats, you need security solutions that can automatically
identify and analyze threats, and then respond at machine speeds to utilize the entire network to provide rapid protective measures.

Luke Worrall, Senior Security Specialist, Juniper Networks
As a Senior Security Specialist for Juniper Networks Luke is responsible for educating internal teams, partners, and customers on the Juniper
Networks security portfolio. Luke is passionate about the role Juniper’s solutions can play in combatting the threat cyberattacks pose to
corporations and state entities and how Juniper’s continued focus on automation and Software-Defined Secure Networking can streamline security
operations, so threats are mitigated faster and with less reliance on expensive and increasingly scarce cybersecurity professionals. Luke is a 20+
year veteran of the Information Security and Networking industry and has held positions with multiple Silicon Valley security focused companies.
Over the years, Luke has worked in both technical and sales roles assisting service providers, resellers, and end users to secure networks and
information assets. Luke holds a Bachelor of Science in Engineering from Texas A&M University and a Master of Business Administration from
Southern Methodist University.

Session Title: Next Generation Application Security: Development of a Comprehensive Ecosystem
Abstract:

Matt Sickles, Director of Security, Sirius Computer Solutions
Matt Sickles, with over 25 years of experience in IT-related fields, is considered an expert in Information Security. His successful security-specific
positions include Lead QSA Consultant, Security Architect, Lead Security Consultant, Enterprise Architect, Forensic Data Recovery Specialist, State
Agency Law Enforcement Liaison, and Senior Local Area Network Engineer. In these positions he has provided security services for multiple
industries, including international hi-tech research and development, education, and cyber security. His proven experience and expertise in the
areas of security architecture design and implementation, policy and procedure assessment and development, security technology training, and
security project management, place him on the cusp of next-level computing and in high demand within the industry.
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LUNCH PANEL – INFORMATION SECURITY CAREER INSIGHT

Jason Beaudreau, CIPT, CISM, Chief Technology Officer, Altair
Jason serves as Altair’s Chief Technology Officer and is responsible for defining the Information Technology vision and strategy for the company. He
also oversees all aspects of information security, data privacy, enterprise architecture, business continuity, and the development of the company’s
technology infrastructure and applications. In addition, he plays a lead role in managing company-wide projects, and in the establishment of critical
business processes.
Jason joined Altair as the Director, Information Technology, in 2005, and he steadily increased the stature of IT within the company before
eventually joining the executive team in 2008. He has over twenty years of IT management experience and has served in a variety of leadership
positions during his career, including roles as the managing partner of a Dallas-based technology consultancy, Chief Technical Architect of a global
healthcare company, and an at-large Enterprise Architect.
Jason is an active participant in the Dallas-Fort Worth technology community. He is a member of the Dallas chapter of the Society for Information
Managers (SIM DFW), a member of the Dallas chapter of ISACA, sits on an Advisory Board for a Dallas based technology firm, and is a frequent
guest lecturer at local colleges and universities.
He graduated from Texas A&M University with a Bachelor of Business Administration in Business Analysis and Management Information Systems.
Jason holds industry certifications in Data Privacy and Information Security, including the International Association of Privacy Professionals Certified
Information Privacy Technologist (CIPT) certification and the ISACA Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) certification.

Carl Bryant, Senior Director of Information Security & Risk Management, Thomson Reuters
Carl Bryant is the Senior Director of Information Security & Risk Management for Thomson Reuters, Inc. Thomson Reuters provides cloud-based
accounting software, financial trading, and legal solutions to large accounting firms, banks, and multi-national corporations. Carl is responsible for
the cybersecurity of the Tax & Accounting and the Global Growth & Operations business units of Thomson Reuters. These two segments represent
$3 billion dollars in annual revenue. Carl has been with Thomson Reuters since 2007 and has over 15 years of experience in Information Security.
He graduated from the University of Dallas in 2013 with a MBA in Cybersecurity, and recently graduated with a Master of Science in Data Science
from Southern Methodist University (SMU) in December 2016. Carl is a Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP).

George Finney, Chief Security Officer, Southern Methodist University
George Finney is CSO for Southern Methodist University and the author of No More Magic Wands: Transformative Cybersecurity Change for
Everyone. Before joining SMU, Finney worked with several startups and global telecommunications firms designing networks, writing policy,
hardening servers, and educating users. He is a frequent speaker on cybersecurity topics across the country. In his blog, he focuses on improving
cybersecurity awareness through a unique approach that combines neuroscience, psychology, and wellness. www.strongestelement.com
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Please complete a survey for each session:

https://ntxissa.org/cscsurvey
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Join us after #NTXISSACSC6 at the ARMOR after party!

2360 Campbell Creek Blvd. Suite 525 Richardson, TX 75082
DJ, Drinks, Pizza, CTF, Prizes
5:30 - 7:30 PM
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#NTXISSACSC6 || CTF
NAME: _______________________________________________ TWITTER:___________________________________________

RULES:
Use ONLY the CTF networks do not scan the host venue networks.
DIRECTIONS:
Complete the steps below and return to the CTF area, earn 1 raffle ticket for completing each challenge.
o

Get Started - Connect to the first network:
o
SSID: NTXISSA-CTF-StepZero
o
PASS: Iagree2rules

Find the second CTF network and connect:

o

CHALLENGE 1 - Discover all devices on the second network and provide missing data:
IP ADDRESS

MAC ADDRESS

DEVICE TYPE

192.168.1.1

00:1a:70:77:24:___

192.168.1.__

64:__:66:0a:1a:34

NEST Thermostat

192.168.1.__

ac:84:c6:6f:__:1a

TP-Link Light Bulb

192.168.1.__

__:4c:b0:08:28:c4:82

PTZ Camera

192.168.1.__

20:df:b9:77:70:1f

192.168.1.__

C4:95:00:56:3E:CC

192.168.1.__

C4:95:00:8F:BE:__

Amazon Echo

192.168.1.__

PoE Camera

192.168.1.__

Ring Doorbell

o

CHALLENGE 2 - What device on the CTF board is NOT on the network? ________________________________________________

o

CHALLENGE 3 - Discover the username/passwords to devices and services:
DEVICE

USERNAME

PASSWORD

NOTES

PTZ CAMERA
Router
TP-Link Light Bulb
PoE Camera

o

CHALLENGE 4 - Find the following accounts:
o
Discover the Twitter handle for this CTF: ______________________________
o
Discover the Facebook username for this CTF: ______________________
o
Discover the Gmail address used for this CTF: _______________________

o

CHALLENGE 5 - Get root on any of the CTF devices or accounts, provide proof!
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CPE Credit Form

Date: Friday, October 5th, 2017

This document certifies that: _______________________________________ attended the following sessions at
#NTXISSACSC6 - North Texas ISSA Cyber Security Conference.

Board Member Signature/Position

Total CPE Hours (maximum 8)

___________________________________
ISSA Board Member /

______________________

Attendee Signature
Time:
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
___________________________________
Location:
Collin College Spring Creek Campus
2800 E Spring Creek Parkway
Plano, TX 75074
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